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Packet Life - Overview

• Applications also can be modeled as 
• single or multiple primary processes.
• single primary and single secondary.
• single primary and multiple secondaries.



AGENDA 1. Explore the cause of drops.
2. Debug and troubleshoot guide.
3. Changes in pro-info.
4. Malloc Scanner.
5. Future work.

“It is tedious to isolate, debug, 
and understand various 
behaviors which occur randomly 
or periodically. The goal of the 
guide is to consolidate a few 
commonly seen issues for 
reference. Then, isolate to 
identify the root cause through 
step by step debug at various 
stages.”
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Bottleneck Analysis

Is there mismatch 
in packet 

(received < 
desired) rate?

does RX lcore
threads gets 

enough cycles?

for RX adapter or RX 
distributor, try using 

rte_prefetch_non_temporal

Is there packet 
drops at receive 

or transmit?

Check q_errors & 
rx_nombuf

rte_eth_dev_stats

Check 
rte_eth_[rx|tx]_burst  
invokes the vector 

function call for the 
PMD.

Check if there 
queue specific 
offload failures. 

large size packets, 
check MTU and 
multi-segment 

support configured 
for NIC.

Is there object 
drops for the ring 

library?

Performance issue , all 
are single 
RING_F_SP_ENQ or 
RING_F_CP_DEQ.

Extreme stall in 
the enqueue or 
dequeue
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Bottleneck Analysis - Contd

Is there a 
variance in 

packet or object 
processing rate in 

the pipeline?

Are we linearize 
multi-segment; 

software offload like 
checksum, TSO, 
and VLAN strip.

Packet or object 
buffer copy if not 
done selectively.

Application logic 
sets 

rte_pktmbuf_refcnt_
set to higher and 

holds longer.

If absent for larger 
huge pages, try 

rte_mem_lock_page.

Is there a 
variance in 
cryptodev 

performance?

Parallelize 
enqueue|dequeue

thread for varied 
multiple queue pair.

software-assist is in 
use, ensure the 

library is built with 
right (SIMD) flags.

hardware-assist is in 
use, ensure both 

firmware and 
drivers are up to 

date.

Is user functions 
performance is 

not as expected?

functions 
performance 

depends upon 
context switches 

(use lcore threads). 

rte_thread_get_affi
nity to isolate 

functions running 
on the same CPU 

core.

Use of ‘objdump’ to 
ensure opcode is 
matching to the 

desired uops.

Is the execution 
cycles for 

dynamic service 
functions are not 

frequent?

Run parallel on all 
cores with 

RTE_SERVICE_CAP_
MT_SAFE.

If services share 
the lcore, overall 
execution should 

fit budget.
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Bottleneck Analysis - Contd
Is there a 

bottleneck in the 
performance of 

eventdev?

Check for loops 
between event 

queue.
identify the starvation 

in queues.
Check for stalls using 

in-flight events.

Is there a 
variance in traffic 

manager?

If SW pipeline -
insufficient CPU 

cycles. 

flow drops can be 
narrowed down to 
WRED, priority, and 

rates limiters.

rte_tn_get_number_o
f_leaf_node and flow 
table to pin down the 

leaf.

Is the packet not 
in the 

unexpected 
format?

First, isolate at NIC 
entry and exit.

Second, isolate at 
pipeline entry and 

exit.

Does the issue still 
persist?

Check for errors due 
to vendor | app 

META data.

In multi-process 
check possible errors 
in configuration and 
data corruption in 
the data plane.

Try using the cache 
allocation technique 
to minimize the effect 

between 
applications.
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What are the various drop?
Memory misconfiguration.

NUMA access.

Miscalculation in number of objects in pool.

Unused cached objects per lcore.

Turbo boosting SISD instead SIMD.

Allowing single or multiple physical cores run at 
full boost.

Cache misaligned.

Exception path overflowing with packet 
scenarios.

guides/howto/debug_troubleshoot_guide.html
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How can the drops be identified?

Characterize 
(perf top, 

vtune).

Quantize 
(perf record).

Isolate 
(numa, 

huge page 
link).

Sample 
(proc-
info).

Regress 
(pkt-gen, 

trex).

Generic 
tools (lstopo, 
dmidecode, 
libunwind).

Custom tools 
(malloc scanner, 

Memzone 
monitor, Thread 

Stack Tracer).

http://doc.dpdk.org/guides/tools/proc_info.html
https://github.com/vipinpv85/DPDK-THREADTRACE-WITHOUTGDB
https://github.com/vipinpv85/DPDK-MALLOCFREE-SCANNER
https://github.com/vipinpv85/DPDK-MEMZONEMONITOR
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Why are there drops at stages?

• Memory access.
• Configuration.
• Insufficient objects in pool.
• Variance in Platform (BUS or CPU speed).
• Misconfiguration.
• Thermal-Power throttling.
• No or over optimizations (Backend queuing up).
• Intermediate or burst exceptions.
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Traffic Manager Issue (PF)?

•Who owns TM (Primary or Secondary)?
•Who owns root node (Primary or Secondary)?
•How will validation for shapers takes places (Primary | Secondary)?
•Who can call TM API ((Primary and Secondary))?
•Primary configures and Secondary fetch stats (PMD implementation 

dependent)
•Primary and Secondary share multiple queues.

If it is multi process with 
shared interface 

(primary secondary)
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Traffic Manager Issue (on PF-VF)?

•Who owns PF is owned by Kernel (Traffic Class [tc])?
•Who owns PF is owned by DPDK, root node by PF or VF or both?
•Can root be shared for multiple VF with max capacity (who validates TM 

configuration)?

If it is single or multi 
process with PF -VF
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Can I run in non root user?

• Create non root user with no sudo or root permission.
• Create workspace.
• Change ownership of huge page mount area for non root user.
• export XDG_RUNTIME_DIR=<user workspace>
• Bind interface with igb_uio | uio_pci_generic | vfio_genreric.
• Change ownership device to user.
• Change ownership of application to user.
• Run application with huge-dir user mount area.
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Future Work

Proc-Info
• Eventdev
• Compressiondev
• ACL detailed dump (Key & Result)
• LPM result dump

Debug & Troubleshoot guide
• More use cases
• Runs as non root
• Cache partitioning
• How to run application as non root user.

Tools
• Share malloc-free scanner & Memzone monitor as RFC or github
• eBPF or BPF based debug on user space DPDK libraries and PMD.



“
”

Thanks All, Q & A?

SCREEN SHOTS AS BACKUP
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DPDK-MALLOCFREE-SCANNER

Primary
ADK_MALLOC_REGIONS 0x1000013f8 addr 0x100330f40hello 
from core 4
rte_malloc for 16 bytes!

name 0-0 0x100330ec0
index 0rte_malloc for 16 bytes!

name 0-1 0x100330e40
index 1rte_malloc for 16 bytes!
name 0-2 0x100330dc0

index 2rte_malloc for 16 bytes!
name 0-3 0x100330d40

index 3rte_malloc for 16 bytes!
name 0-4 0x100330cc0
index 4rte_malloc for 16 bytes!

name 0-5 0x100330c40
index 5rte_malloc for 16 bytes!

name 0-6 0x100330bc0

Secondary
Process is RTE_PROC_SECONDARY!

ADK_MALLOC_REGIONS 0x1000013f8 addr 0x100330f40

element index 0, fetch 2, count 0

name 0-0 ptr 0x100330ec0

name 0-1 ptr 0x100330e40

element index 2, fetch 2, count 2

name 0-2 ptr 0x100330dc0

name 0-3 ptr 0x100330d40

element index 4, fetch 2, count 4

name 0-4 ptr 0x100330cc0

name 0-5 ptr 0x100330c40

element index 6, fetch 2, count 6

name 0-6 ptr 0x100330bc0

name 0-7 ptr 0x100330b40
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